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Statesmanship for a New Age

David Clinton

Tulane University

Kenneth Thompson, Traditions and Values in Politics and Diplomacy: Theory
and Practice (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1992), xii + 353

pp., $24.00.

On all sides the lament is heard that in the aftermath of the Cold War the

foreign policy of the great powers lacks direction and focus. The spark of

creativity that is remembered to have been "present at the
creation"

and the

steadfastness of purpose that is retrospectively seen to have characterized the

decades that followed are alike absent from a confused and short-sighted con

temporary world. Of course, it is always tempting to contrast a heroic past with

a diminished present, and to attribute more of a design to our predecessors than

they possessed at the time. Nevertheless, the feeling spreads at home and

abroad that Washington and other capitals are at sea.

Into this confused and anxious setting comes Kenneth Thompson with a

book of reflections on the principles that ought to guide us in uncertain times.

Few scholars can be better placed to provide such commentary, for Thompson

has seen the whole of the Cold War unfold from a series of unrivalled vantage

points. An active participant in the scholarly and philanthropic worlds for most

of the past half-century, he has been a student of Hans Morgenthau, a colleague

of Dean Rusk, and a prominent collaborator, along with figures such as Rein

hold Niebuhr and George Kennan, in the effort to advance the insights of clas

sical realism. For more than a decade, he has headed the Miller Center at the

University of Virginia, a public affairs research institute where academicians

and former policy-makers have come, the former to analyze the world they

observe and the latter to set down their recollections of the events in which they

were involved. For him, the raw materials of history, political science, and

international relations are all at hand.

Out of all this knowledge, Thompson has distilled wisdom, in the latest in

his long line of publications, Traditions and Values in Politics and Diplomacy:

Theory and Practice (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1992).

One of his broadest-ranging works, it is a plea and a prescription for states

manship in uncertain and often unheroic times. Written for an educated general

audience and unencumbered by an excessive pedantic apparatus of footnotes,

interpretation, Fall 1995, Vol. 23, No. 1
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the book rests on the assumption that an informed statesmanship is not beyond

our political leaders. It does not rely on jargon, but instead is phrased in a

learned yet accessible style; unlike most academic books, this is a work of

scholarship that one can actually imagine decision-makers reading and profiting

from. But there is a price to be paid: In return for taking seriously the intel

ligence of men and women from the world of practical affairs, Thompson ex

pects them to take seriously their responsibilities to the world temporarily

entrusted to their care or in other words to exhibit statesmanship.

He does not leave them without guidance in the effort to attain the ability to

exercise leadership in the public good. Indeed, the book is in large measure an

educative endeavor, beginning with a survey of the broad sweep of Western

political thought and continuing through a series of cautionary tales drawn from

the careers of modem political leaders. Although it is not organized as a politi

cal catechism or explicitly directed to an analysis of the concept of statesman

ship, if read thoroughly and digested carefully, it supplies lessons to a pmdent

and upright prince. It does so by implicitly recognizing the all-too-rare but still

necessary and attainable qualities of the public-spirited statesman.

What are the attributes of statesmanship? For Thompson, the first is the

willingness to leam from history. As another senior scholar in the field, Stanley

Hoffmann, has said in decrying the present-mindedness of the discipline of

international relations, "Because we have an inadequate basis for comparison,

we are tempted to exaggerate either continuity with a past that we know badly,

or the radical originality of the
present"

(Janus and Minerva: Essays in the

Theory and Practice of International Politics [Boulder, CO: Westview Press,

1987], p. 21). As his predecessor, Hans Morgenthau, did even in his works

intended for undergraduate classroom use, Thompson strives against this ten

dency by drawing on a wealth of historical examples in illustrating his concep
tion of the way international society works. He does not baby the reader by

citing only cases from our own country and era: William Penn and Marshal

Pilsudski both put in appearances, and there are allusions to events from the

Congress of Vienna to the Kentucky Resolutions. The statesman must be a man

or woman who is familiar with both the patterns and the variety in the past of

our civilization and others. Without such a background, the leader lacks an

essential basis for judgment, and policy has a tendency to shift with every piece

of arriving news, or to remain frozen in unproductive courses long past the time

when experience would have counseled cutting one's losses. To be more than

an accomplished calculator of the public mood to attain the renown of a

statesman a leader cannot forgo the guidance available from the past. His

tory, for Thompson, does have lessons to teach, and the polity is cheating itself

if it settles for having its affairs guided by those who have not done their

homework in this field. Citing Churchill as a prime example of the heights that

can be scaled by someone who follows the path blazed by the historical record,

he urges upon the reader a recognition that there is more to international poli

tics than current events.
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To be sure, fidelity to history means far more than a slavish adherence to

whatever contemporary policy one has inherited from one's predecessors.

Thompson is eloquent in lamenting possibilities for peace and stability that

have been lost when leaders lacked the understanding or the courage to seize

fleeting opportunities for a creative diplomacy; he reveals his early study of

Toynbee when he dismisses stereotyped and routinized responses and "vague

and amorphous reactions spawned by mimesis, or the mere imitation of past

actions"; he agrees with Paul Kennedy that attempts to relive past glories will

not solve the problem of imperial overstretch. For Thompson, learning from the

past is entirely different from losing one's imagination. Rather, it means under

standing both the limits and the possibilities of change, based on a sense of

what works in what circumstances and why, which in turn comes from the

comparative perspective available through great historical interpreters from

Thucydides to Meinecke or Burckhardt. This feeling for history is as necessary

in the State Department as in the college lecture hall, and we should beware of

making too many excuses for
"practical"

politicians if they plead ignorance of

what has gone before. The dedication of the book is itself significant: It is to

the author's parents and children, demonstrating in the clearest way his belief

that the linkage of causation across the generations creates a high responsibility

both for appreciating the realities of the legacy one has received and for always

bearing in mind when taking decisions their effect on the legacy one is to leave

behind.

If this responsibility includes the obligation to make a sustained effort to

think clearly about the occasions on which continuity should be observed and

those on which change is necessary, how are the two to be distinguished? Here

we find the second attribute of the praiseworthy statesman. As the title of the

book implies, mastery of international relations demands an acquaintance not

just with traditions but also with values, and a familiarity not just with practice

but also with theory. Pragmatism in foreign policy is not enough and must be

enriched by a sense of history (pp. 333-34), but Thompson wants a yet more

ultimate standard by which to judge the contemporary and the historical record.

This counterbalance to historicism comes into being through an appreciation of

political philosophy.

It is therefore no accident that a book on international politics begins with a

section on traditions in philosophy, religion, and ethics. Here Thompson dis

plays his own broad learning in the ease with which he treats all three. Despite

his facility in conveying to the reader the essence of many writers and schools

of thought, it seems that he reserves his greatest appreciation for Augustine,

whose warnings on original sin, the potency of self-interest, and the inerad-

icability of conflict from human affairs did so much to lay the foundations for

modem realism.

It is a perspective that lends itself to an emphasis on "the tragic element of

life,"

in which competition can only be managed, not transcended by selfless

love, and peace is maintained more often by a balance of power than by recon-
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ciliation and mutual appreciation. The existence of conflict is not due to igno

rance (though as we have seen a knowledge of the past is essential to good

policy), nor to unjust social structures (though Augustine does not countenance

passivity in the face of injustices if they can be corrected), nor to the influence

of certain abnormal and wicked individuals (though there is plenty of wicked

ness about). All of these explanations promise that with the proper remedy

the advance of education and understanding, or the right measure of social

reform, or the defeat of the villain the burden of conflict can be lifted from

humanity, and politics, understood as the management of conflict, can be abol

ished. It is that confidence, which Thompson regards as facile optimism from

whatever political camp it emanates, that he dismisses.

Such faith in a happy ending, he believes, is not only foolish but positively

dangerous. It encourages an attitude of self-righteousness on the part of those

who are sure they have discovered the key to lasting peace and who are there

fore likely to be intolerant of those who stand in their way. The naivety and

excessive optimism of the adherents of communism about the ease of eradicat

ing self-interest and straggle from human affairs led them to their excessive

casualness, even cynicism, about the means they employed. Thompson shares

with the other leaders of the realist camp the concern that leaders will be too

sure of their own good intentions and too unwilling to grant legitimacy to any

objectives of other states. Such uncompromising attitudes are fatal to the ability

of diplomacy to ameliorate, or at least to allow opponents to leam to live with,

the disagreements and rivalries that are inevitable in a system of contending

sovereigns, or indeed in any social relationship.

The alternative to this hazardous innocence that Thompson draws from his

study of political philosophy is based on a constant effort never to forget the

centrality of self-interest and of sin. No one's motives are entirely pure, in

cluding one's own; even the most generous political act mixes altruism with

some degree of self-assertion. If statesmen will accept this painful truth about

themselves and their countries, they will have a chance of attaining the humility
and skepticism that can allow coexistence to work. If national interest moti

vates every state's actions, then all meet on common ground on which bargains

and accommodations are possible. If the membership roll of the United Nations

is not divided into unquestioned saints and unredeemable sinners, then interna

tional politics descends to a lower but safer plane on which national objectives

of equal legitimacy may be tested on their workability and their compatibility

with the safety and objectives of others. Instead of an other-worldly pure mo

rality, a system of practical morality is necessary to the safety of this world.

Practical morality is practical in that it does not neglect the factor of power.

As leaders try to find their way through a maze of conflicting obligations, they

discover that the finiteness of their power requires them to make choices among

their different moral duties, all of which have a legitimate claim on them; that

the omnipresence of power relationships in social settings requires them to hus-
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band their own power resources and consider how any action will affect their

self-interest defined in terms of power; that the temptations of power require

them to guard against their own inflated ambitions as well as those of their

rivals. Perhaps the finest section in the book, the chapters on power and realism

demonstrate Thompson's lifelong concern with the problems that each raises,

and they express his conviction that realism as he understands it is not a way of

divorcing morality from politics but rather the only sure way to introduce true

morality, as opposed to hypocritical moralism, into politics. His plea is for a

return to "an ancient discourse that considers the interrelatedness of power and
morality"

(p. 149).

Practical morality in international relations attempts to put power to work to

achieve proximate solutions to perennial problems, in the Niebuhrian formula

tion. It works with the realities of international life rather than ignoring them,

as Morgenthau asserted. It manages conflicts, in the hope of preventing their

explosion into violence. It places its trust in devices like a balance of power

that may preserve a measure of stability and of justice in that it creates a situa

tion in which each party receives something and none can wholly exclude the

others from the distribution of benefits. It hopes that spheres of influence and

buffer zones may buy time for diplomacy to work, thereby averting war. In

short, practical morality comes to seem very similar to traditional diplomatic

relations among a group of states that accept one another's legitimacy even as

they compete with and try to restrain their enemy-partners.

This sort of moderate contest depends crucially on the absence in the impor

tant capitals of any crusading spirit or messianic sense of mission. Such a

willingness to live and let live in turn demands a self-conscious standing back

from one's own history, so as to judge one's own goals with the same skeptical

eye one applies to others. Passion and excessive self-partiality can be avoided

through this distancing of oneself from the slogans and catch-phrases that prop

agate a sense of unique virtue. Thompson's great model for this quality of

statesmanship is America's Civil War president. Churchill, the biographer of

his ancestor Marlborough and prolific contemporary historian, stands as the

exemplar of the statesman grounded in the lessons of history. Lincoln, the

melancholy student of Shakespeare and the Bible, stands as the supreme exam

ple of the statesman whose philosophical depth allows him to transcend his

nation's historical traditions and reach a certain objectivity in assessing the

claims even of its wartime enemy. This profundity of understanding is as im

portant a component of statesmanship as historical wisdom.

Thompson discusses his third element of statesmanship in a less sustained

way than the other two, but it is also necessary, particularly in an era of flux.

This is the contribution made by political skill, which encompasses both the

ability to decide policy and the ability to enact policy. The combination of

these qualities separates the successful statesman from the knowledgeable out

side observer, such as the academician, who is free from the pressures imposed
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by the necessity for action under conditions of incomplete information and im

mediate deadlines. With the former, the statesman can make choices in the face

of the dilemmas that politics presents. In any serious political decision, all the

alternatives will probably have good arguments, and in all likelihood principled

arguments, to support them. If foreign policy were a matter of choosing be

tween right and wrong in each case that presented itself, the task of leadership
would be easier. But the demand of office is often that one choose between two

dimensions of justice or two values that are incompatible, even though each of

them is justifiable in the abstract. This balancing process can be carried on

successfully only with a combination of insight and intestinal fortitude that few

possess. Once a decision has been made, there remains the use of persuasion

and the other political arts, including the exercise of power, to gain its accep

tance by the necessary group, whether that is a half-dozen men in the age of

cabinet diplomacy or a mass electorate in the late twentieth century.

In the section of his book entitled "Presidents and Conflicts of
Values,"

Thompson develops this third component of statesmanship by assessing several

post-World War II chief executives in their performance of these tasks. In

general, they fell short because they failed the intellectual challenge. Dwight

Eisenhower's "conceptual framework . . [in] international politics was ... a

vague, if inspiring,
internationalism."

John Kennedy "was blind to the irrecon

cilable conflict between activism and pragmatism in all its
dimensions."

Lyn

don Johnson never overcame and perhaps never recognized "the unresolved

conflict between collective security and the national
interest"

in Southeast Asia.

In the case of Richard Nixon, "Machiavellian statecraft devoid of virtu led to

the repudiation of his
policies."

Thompson mixes these critical conclusions

with statements of praise for the real strengths of each man, and he acknowl

edges the relative ease with which policy may be condemned by those who do

not bear the responsibility for making it. Nevertheless, in the end he argues that

each of them in his conduct of office failed to bring to bear at least one of the

three elements of successful statecraft: an awareness of the limits that history
places on the opportunities for diplomatic progress; a philosophical appreciation

for the necessity of advancing moral goals not by the easy route of high-flown

words or a single-minded attachment to one value alone, but by the arduous

path of balancing and compromising among irreconcilable moral goods; and an

adeptness at using power in a restrained and yet politically effective way to

arrive at decisions and have them carried out.

Thus, the challenge remains the daunting one of surpassing the historical,

philosophical, and political achievements of even these leaders and in an un

familiar international environment. To his credit, Thompson would not have us

despair of finding true statesmanship, and we should not. For as long as the

country can produce citizens with the learning, the wisdom, and the articulate-

ness that this book displays, identifying the statesmen in our midst remains

both an achievable goal and a duty.


